When the time comes to upgrade your EEG machine you will be faced not only with the question of which instrument manufacturer to buy from, but the even more fundamental one: should you get an analog or digital machine? While the former have been and still are the mainstay of EEG practice, the latter have made remarkable strides in the past decade.
Which of the two types of equipment will serve you better depends entirely on the use for which it is intended. In a private office practice or small hospital where patient care is the only factor analog machines are perfectly adequate, because even record storage is not likely to be a major problem, since the volume of studies tends to be manageable. The big advantage of analog equipment is that the physician and technician are used to the mechanics a n d the written p r o d u c t . The machines, especially the best known ones, have been around for nearly 50 years, are rugged, highly reliable and last virtually forever with minimum maintenance. So why should one even consider "going digital"?
The main reason at this time, if record storage is not a problem, is not clinical practice but scientific work. If you consider publishing some of your data you will be better served by digital equipment. Almost everything that can be detected in our field with the use of analog machines has been published in the last 50 years and major discoveries are not likely to be forthcoming. Digital systems hold the possibility, if not of brand new discoveries necessarily, then of refining and improving ingrained ideas that resulted from the relatively poor resolution of inkwritten records. For example, the axiomatic bilaterally symmetrical and synchronous onset of 3cIs spike wave discharges accompanying the petit ma1 absence is due simply to the fact that changes which occur within less than even 100 milliseconds can not b e readily appreciated on a paper record. Digital recordings can offer a time resolution of down to about 5 milliseconds and a completely different picture emerges.
The digital record allows you not only to change the data at the time of reading, rather than while acquiring it. How often have you noted isolated events in paper records when you said to yourself, I wish I could have seen this on a different montage, or situations where the amplifiers were blocking on account of a sudden high voltage discharge, and the maximum could not be seen, or filter settings allowing muscle artifact and you don't know whether or not there is a delta focus hidden underneath? Some brain tumor patients seem to have a habit of tensing the ipsilateral temporalis or frontalis muscle and you don't get a true picture of the underlying major focus. Digital recordings are stored "live" on disks and c a n b e readily accessed for further detailed study. Optical disks have for practical purposes eliminated the storage problem for large laboratories, and reader stations allow you to do your scientific work in the privacy and comfort of your home.
When it comes to publishing your data it is relatively infrequent that scientific manuscripts are immediately accepted upon submission even if they consist only of a case report. The reviewers usually have some questions about the data and especially the figures that the authors provide to document their conclusions. Take for example the contention that a certain wave form has a generalized origin because it appears synchronously in all channels but only a referential linked ears montage is shown. This conclusion is obviously not warranted by the facts presented and it's "back to the drawing board" for the author. If the entire record had been obtained on this montage, or the scalp to scalp linkages showed a variety of artifacts that made it impossible to find a decent segment for publication, the manuscript could not be accepted regardless of its intrinsic merit. If the data were on disk the author could simply go back and reformat the same segment as originally submitted to a scalp to scalp montage, expand the time base, and confidently tell the reviewer, "See I told you so!" Digital EEG has of course a great many VI CLINICAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY 0 1 994 VOL. 25 NO. 3 additional advantages. The biggest one is that it forces us to learn new techniques and as such makes us better electroencephalographers. The data can be interfaced with highly sophisticated programs. These not only allow you to map raw data, and that resulting from frequency analysis, and differentiate normal from abnormal recordings on a statistical basis, but also to perform global field power determinations, measure coherences and covariances, carry out singular value decompositions, and current source density measurements, and attempt source localizations of specific events. The dollar price t a g for a digital EEG machine is essentially comparable to analog equipment, but the prospective buyer needs to be aware of the individual capabilities of the various systems currently on the market. These range essentially from the trusted Chevrolet workhorse to the Cadillac, if one wants to stay with homegrown cars for analogy. It depends again on the specific needs of the user. Teaching hospital laboratories, especially those that perform presurgical evaluations of epilepsy patients, will have to go for top of the line products not only to remain competitive but for optimal patient care. Larger laboratories with more routine type work will be able !o get by with fewer frills and enjoy the benefits of the standard options as outlined above.
Once a decision is made to buy a digital machine the purchaser needs to carefully consider which vendor to buy from. In essence you are buying yourself a computer. If you already have one for other purposes, so much the better because doing EEGs digitally is then the proverbial piece of cake and you will already have discovered another arcane truth. It has been said that a sailboat is a hole in the water lined with wood, or fiberglas nowadays, into which you pour money. Well, a computer is a box into which you pour time. Anybody who tells you that computers save time or work, in our field rather than supermarkets, is either someone who wants to sell you the stuff, an ignoramus, or a blatant liar. Computers let you do work you wouldn't even have dreamt of and that takes time. They are also potentially addictive because if you can put up with the frustra-tions of what I call the "inorganic mental syndrome" it's actually fun.
Computers need operating systems. There are several on the market and they are essentially mutually incompatible. You may therefore get a piece of equipment that stands alone and can only use the programs which this particular instrument manufacturer provides you with. This can be a severe limitation. Before buying it is therefore very worthwhile not to rely only on the advertisements or the attractive priceremember you tend to get what you pay for, or lessbut to visit the exhibitors at the time of our major professional meetings. Let them not only demonstrate their capabilities, but also find out how long they have been in this business and have them give you a list of their customers. This is vital because you need to ascertain customer satisfaction, and the problems with the particular piece of equipment, from actual users. As an additional tip rely for your information not only on the physician who was responsible for buying the stuff, but talk as well to the chief technician about his or her level of satisfaction, as it is the technicians who work with it day in and day out, and they have to be happy.
As mentioned previously you are buying a computer and computers have bugs that aren't necessarily of the viral variety. You can't change an amplifier or oscillograph when something goes wrong, which it will; you need the company. There is nothing you can fix yourself even if you happen to be a computer whiz, because the program source codes are guarded like Fort Knox, and when the thing produces nonsense you need a new version of the program, which may not be immediately forthcoming. This sort of information you will not hear from the salesperson but you may hear it from the lab technicians.
In the long run analog machines will give way to digital ones and the save-the-trees people will have another victory to their credit. Therefore even if you do not intend to change equipment now and are not yet used to computers, familiarize yourself with them. When the time comes, as it will, you can then at least ask intelligent questions on which to base rational and cost effective final decisions.
